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Competitor Finding Rule Breach Penalty to be Applied

Chris Barendregt The Race Director finds thatt: The competitor did leave the track at turn 2 and caused the qualifying session to be red 
flagged 

This is a breach of App.4 Sch. Z art.12.1 code of driving (stopping a 
qualifying session)  

The Clerk of the Course rules that App.1 Sch. P. A 4 Z. 4 applies. 
That the competitor be moved back 3 places in the starting grid of the next race. 

Garry Derrick The Assistant Clerk Of The Course finds that: the competitor was recorded by JOF Pit Lane Speed doing 53 km in pit lane 
which exceeds the 40 km speed restriction in pit lane 

This is a breach of App 1 Sch P A4Z.12 applies: During a Practice/ Qualifying session, exclusion for Qualifying Results 

Murrary Lamb

The Clerk of the Course finds that: That you were observed "jumping the start" to race no Race 4 This was confirmed by 
Judge of Fact Starts 

This is a breach of App 4 Sch. Z 8.2 False Starts -Any vehicle which 
has crossed its grid line before the starting signal has been given or 
which is moving forward when the staring signal is given, shall be 
deemed to have made a false start and shall be 
penalised. 

The Clerk of the Course find that: Appx One Sch P -A4Z.8 Making a false start 
 A time penalty of 10 seconds will be added to your overall race time 

Struan Robertson 

The Clerk of the Course finds that: That you were observed "jumping the start" to race no Race 4 This was confirmed by 
Judge of Fact Starts 

App 4 Sch. Z 8.2 False Starts -Any vehicle which has crossed its grid 
line before the starting signal has been given or 
which is moving forward when the staring signal is given, shall be 
deemed to have made a false start and shall be 
.. Penalised

The Clerk of the Course finds that: 
Appx One Sch P -A4Z.8 Making a false start 
A time penalty of §;.;/;econds will be added to your overall race time

Marco Schelp The Clerk of the Course finds that: You the driver of car 19 refuelled your vehicle yourself while in your race gear prior to 
your race and another person was cleaning up the spillage. 

This is a breach of: MSNZ: Code of fuel and practice Supp Regs Part 
1 Article 16.2

The Clerk of the course finds that: NSC.4 applies. You have been issued a monetary fine of $100.00 

Matt Horne
The Clerk of the Course finds that: The driver of car 45 did make contact with the driver of car 17 on the front straight 
exiting the sweeper, you the driver have turned left making avoidable contact to the front of car 17 which intern has caused 
you to spin and car 17 to lose his race position by 4 spaces. 

This is a breach of: Accredited Articles Governing the 2022-23 Nxen 
Tyre Mazda Racing Series Article 9.1.1 - Driving Standards and the 
MSNZ Sch Z 12.1 code of driving conduct. 

The Clerk of the Course finds that: You the driver of car 45 9.1 (1) driving standards 1st offence - deduction 
of 5 series points and Sch Z Appendix A4Z.5 shall apply - 30 seconds time penalty to be added to your final 
race time. 

Murrary Lamb

The Clerk of the Course finds that: That you were observed "jumping the start" to race no Race 8 This was confirmed by 
Judge of Fact Starts 

This is a breach of App 4 Sch. Z 8.2 False Starts -Any vehicle which 
has crossed its grid line before the starting signal has been given or 
which is moving forward when the staring signal is given, shall be 
deemed to have made a false start and shall be 
penalised. 

The Clerk of the Course find that: Appx One Sch P -A4Z.8 Making a false start 
 A time penalty of 5 seconds will be added to your overall race time 

Sam Dashfield 

The Clerk of the Course finds that: You the driver of car number 17 did not adhere to the safety car regulations with regards 
to reducing your speed and passing other vehicles while the Safety Car Boards and Lights where displayed, after the incident 
at turn 2 
App 4 Sch. Z 14.3 (3) applies 

This is a breach of App One Sch P - A4Z.9 Breach of Rolling start or 
Safety Car regulations

The Clerk of the Course finds that: 
A drive through penalty is issued. 

Elton Wichman 

The Clerk of the Course finds that: You the driver of car number 28 did not adhere to the safety car regulations with regards 
to reducing your speed and passing other vehicles while the Safety Car Boards and Lights where displayed, after the incident 
at turn 2 
App 4 Sch. Z 14.3 (3) applies  

This is a breach of App One Sch P - A4Z.9 Breach of Rolling start or 
Safety Car regulations

The Clerk of the Course finds that: 
A drive through penalty is issued. 

Steve Brown 

The Clerk of the Course finds that: You the driver of car number 88 did not adhere to the safety car regulations with regards 
to reducing your speed and passing other vehicles while the Safety Car Boards and Lights where displayed, after the incident 
at turn 2 
App 4 Sch. Z 14.3 (3) applies  

This is a breach of App One Sch P - A4Z.9 Breach of Rolling start or 
Safety Car regulations

The Clerk of the Course finds that: 
A drive through penalty is issued. 

Warren Crowther 

The Clerk of the Course finds that: You the driver of car number 17 did not adhere to the safety car regulations with regards 
to reducing your speed and passing other vehicles while the Safety Car Boards and Lights where displayed, after the incident 
at turn 2 
App 4 Sch. Z 14.3 (3) applies 

This is a breach of App One Sch P - A4Z.9 Breach of Rolling start or 
Safety Car regulations

The Clerk of the Course finds that: 
A drive through penalty is issued. 

Flynn Mullany 

The Clerk of the Course finds that: You the driver of car number 17 did not adhere to the safety car regulations with regards 
to reducing your speed and passing other vehicles while the Safety Car Boards and Lights where displayed, after the incident 
at turn 2 
App 4 Sch. Z 14.3 (3) applies 

This is a breach of App One Sch P - A4Z.9 Breach of Rolling start or 
Safety Car regulations

The Clerk of the Course finds that: 
A drive through penalty is issued. 

Chris White Jnr 

The Clerk of the Course finds that: You the driver of car number 17 did not adhere to the safety car regulations with regards 
to reducing your speed and passing other vehicles while the Safety Car Boards and Lights where displayed, after the incident 
at turn 2 
App 4 Sch. Z 14.3 (3) applies 

This is a breach of App One Sch P - A4Z.9 Breach of Rolling start or 
Safety Car regulations

The Clerk of the Course finds that: 
A drive through penalty is issued. 

Karl Gaines

The Clerk of the Course finds that: You the driver of car number 17 did not adhere to the safety car regulations with regards 
to reducing your speed and passing other vehicles while the Safety Car Boards and Lights where displayed, after the incident 
at turn 2 
App 4 Sch. Z 14.3 (3) applies 

This is a breach of App One Sch P - A4Z.9 Breach of Rolling start or 
Safety Car regulations

The Clerk of the Course finds that: 
A drive through penalty is issued. 

Matt Horne

The Clerk of the Course finds that: 1.	You the driver of car 45 did make contact with car number 7 on turn 2, making 
avoidable contact to the rear and
front of car number 7.
2.	You the driver of car 45 advised in the hearing that your incar camera was not working this is a breach of the 2022 - 2023 
Nexen Tyre Mazda Racing Series Articles number 12 in car cameras, where not working as required.

This is a breach of                                                                                      
1.	9.1.1 (1) Driving Standards - Series Articles MSNZ Sch 2 12.1 
Code of Driving Conduct
2.	Series Articles 12 In-Car Cameras 12.1 to 12.5

The Clerk of the Course finds that: 
1.	9.1.1 (1) Driving Standards -2°• Offence-Deduction of 10 Series Points from Series Articles A4Z.5 applies 30 
sec time penalty
2.	9.1.2 -Deletion of all points from race 10

Jim McKernan The Assistant Clerk Of The Course finds that the competitor was recorded by JOF Pit 
Lane Speed doing 54 km in pit lane which exceeds the 40 km speed restriction in pit

App 1 Sch A4Z.12 applies The Clerk of the Course finds that: 
A drive through penalty is issued and was completed

Simon Baker

The Clerk of the Course finds that: You the driver of car number 11 breached Pare Ferme regulations under Red Flag 
conditions will on the grid. Your pit crew came and checked your tyre pressure which is against the circuit regulations-JOF 
ruling 

This is a breach of Sch Z Appdx 4 13.1 (b) (ii) Stopped the Practice or 
Suspending the Race has been breached 

The Clerk of the Course finds that: 
Penatly A4Z.10 Breach of Circuit Regulations
A 10 second time penalty is applied to your final race time
A $100 monetary fine applies

Matt Horne 

The Clerk of the Course finds that: 1: You breached Code of Driving Conduct Rule 12.1 and 12.3 of Schedule Z in that you hit 
car 7 and caused the collision. 2: Your in car camera as not workign at the time fo the collision, a breach of Mazda Series 
Articles 12.1-12.5.  

The Steward finds that you are guilty of causing an avoidable 
collsion with car 7. We acccept that the camera file may have been 
corrupted due to the impact so no pentalty is applied for the in-
operative camera. 

The Clerk of the Course finds that: 
You did breach code of driving coduct Rule 12.1 and 12.3 of Sch Z and the penalty of 15 seconds is added to 
your race time2. In addition you breached Rule 9.1.1(1) of the Mazda Racing Series Articles second offence 
and the penalty is a loss of 10 series points. 



Simon Baker
The Clerk of the Course finds that: The rule breach should have been Schedule Z Appendix 4 13.1 (3) (b) (ii). After viewing 
video evidence it was clea to the stewards that one crew mnember was authorised by the clerk of te course to go to the car. 

This is a breach of The Clerk of the Course finds that: 
The clerk of the course decision is overturned and no penalty is imposed. The protest is upheld and the 
protest fee is returrned. 
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